Slabsmith Guidelines and Approval
When considering your slabsmith for approval please be aware of the following expectations:
1) Slabsmith is a tool meant primarily to see the movement of patterns that have a high degree of
variation in veining or pattern. It is not meant as a design tool to get veining exactly where the
end user wants it. Also, it is not intended to show color or hue of the materials being shown and
should not be relied on for color match.
2) Slabsmith is only available on certain higher movement patterns from Cambria to help the
customer get a feel for what the material flow will look like on their job being that the color
patterns are similar in theme but random in pattern (see page 2 for color availability). Other
Cambria colors not offered will have variation due to the random nature of the patterns but do
not require slabsmith for movement verification.
3) Due to the random nature of the patterns, some colors are impossible to get a great vein or
pattern match across seams, miter legs or aprons and into backsplash. Every effort is made to
keep the general flow of the veining and pattern to move in a similar direction within the
limitations of the raw slab sizes available. Some patterns will require a pattern or vein flow to
change direction based on the job layout and slab size of the raw materials.
4) Lumbermen’s will try to keep the material flow on the backsplash the same direction as the tops
but will not match veining from tops to splash. While we do try to line up as much as the
material allows it can be very difficult and is not considered a fault if the veining misses.
5) With a seam or miter application all of the colors listed on page 2 do have a slabsmith done
whether requested for approval or not to try and line up the movement as best as the pattern
allows. Some patterns DO have veining that will stop at a seam or over a drop miter. Also, some
patterns have veining that will align well and others that are off by a little. Also, the veining may
have a difference in appearance or thickness at the transition to the next piece or miter section.
This is acceptable and to be expected.
6) When a customer approves a slabsmith every effort is made to cut the tops according to the
slabsmith. However, with the material removed in cutting and aligning materials on the saws we
do allow for some variation to the slab smith from the rendering. While the task of cutting
exactly to a rendering is our goal this variation can happen and is unavoidable at times. Tops
with this situation will not be considered unacceptable. If no slabsmith was requested there is
no set tolerance as the veining match is left to Lumbermen’s discretion. While every attempt is
made for veining to align, it is not guaranteed.
By signing below, I approve the slabsmith rendering provided and understand the above guidelines.

Customer Signature____________________________________ Date__________________

Colors that require a customer approved slabsmith:

Colors that are available for customer approved slabsmith:
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